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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Celebrity Biographer Puts Her Pen To Science Fiction And Raises Funds For Clean Water 

 

WAUKESHA, Wisconsin, (April 14, 2022) – Lucy’s Lantern Literature is proud to announce At Fault, by 
Wisconsin-based internationally bestselling author Jeri Shepherd. The title is the first of five books in the Fault 
Lines Series, a science fiction saga, available now for pre-order with an official release date of April 14, 2022. 
 

In the breakout speculative fiction series, the fault lines are forming, not just in the earth, but between the people 
who live there. It’s a new existence for Linda, the woman the world discarded, and for Miriam, the one they 
chose to lead them. Zoe Baja is drowning, a ghostland sinking under the ocean while the independent Zoeans 
cling to a resolve to “Be Gloriously Human.” The Cityship Tatsu, a self-contained society on the Pacific under 
Mik’s command, is running out of room. Can his people “Stand in the Storm?” The violence of the Fleet 
Families, at-sea mobs, grows as they struggle for power. The oppressive Global Union of the 2900s is 
losing control. For life itself, time is running out. At Fault, a futuristic multi-perspective novel is the 
first of five books in The Fault Lines series. It is not dystopian; it is not utopian; it is only human. 
 

“Something is to be revealed. We tiptoe on the knife’s edge hopping centuries along.”  
~Emilee Jackson, Bookstagram Reviewer 

 

“(Jeri Shepherd) is a bright light and fair, even-handed talent.” 
~ Howard Schlossberg Columbia College Associate Professor 

 

“There is a lot of life in what Jeri has put together here. She accomplished a unique 
world and human characters that feel real. You will truly enjoy what she built.” 

~Douglas Beamer, Science Fiction Influencer and Vlogger 
 

Follow a diverse ensemble of characters in two different timelines managing human 
relationships and geopolitical divisions against the backdrop of an earth with inhabitable land that is slowly 
shrinking while its population is growing. 
 

At Fault retails for $22.00 U.S. with proceeds benefiting water.org, and it is available on Amazon and through 
all major retailers as well as Ingram distribution. Pre-orders began in February of 2022 and the title releases on 
April 14, 2022. Learn more about At Fault and the Fault Lines Series by visiting: AtFaultBook.com. See the 
trailer at: youtu.be/y0pcTa7EqHY. Order the book at: www.amazon.com/dp/B09SGVMDXN. Retailers and 
resellers can obtain the discounted returnable book through Ingram’s Distribution; ISBN 13 – 979-
8985696004. Jeri Shepherd (who can be found on all major social media platforms by visiting 
https://linktr.ee/FaultLinesBooks) is available for events, conventions, and author visits. Email: 
JeriShepherdBooks@gmail.com, Subject: Bookings. 
 

##### 
 

About Jeri Shepherd 
Jeri Shepherd is new to the world of adult fiction, but she has been in 
the writing industry for decades under the name Reji Laberje. As 
Laberje, Jeri has 12 #1 bestsellers in her 60+ books and plays, as well 
as another 17 #1 bestsellers amongst those titles for which she was a 
contributing editor. More than half a million books across all of her 
titles have been sold before her foray into fiction under the new name. 
She’s written or contributed to life stories of athletes, celebrities, 
professionals, and leaders including ESPN’s Dick Vitale, radio 
personality Steve Palec, reality television star Bob Brenner, international business professional Iain MacFarlane, 
renowned orthopedic surgeon Dr. Rick Lehman, ministry leader Margo Fieseler, and many more.  
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